EKU
Character DNA

Eku

Name: Eku
Species: Sunbear
Age: Unknown
Sex: Male
Fur colours: Gold and cream
Height: 60cm (similar to a small panda)
Weight: 70kg (similar to a small panda)
Eye Colour: brown
Claw Colours: dark brown
Scars/Markings: bronze/light brown streaks on rump, similar to a tabby
cat's markings.
Role: Campaigner (ENFP-A)

Character Traits:

A free spirit who lives for the moment
Sociable and charming
Intuitive, imaginative and fascinated by puzzles
Believes that everything is connected to the Earth
Focused on harmony; hates it when things are out of balance
Can be emotional and senses the pain of others deeply
Curious, energetic and enthusiastic
Chatty, loves to converse with others

Biography:
Eku was born in one of the mountain-side hill villages some years ago. None of the other
creatures know quite how old he is, but he maintains the look of a young Sunbear. His
physical appearance hides a great deal of inner wisdom. Eku has explored much of his
homeland and has studied the wilds beyond his mountain with great eagerness. He is
incredibly observant and never misses an opportunity to satisfy his neverending curiosity
about his world.
Eku feels deeply connected to the Earth and believes in the power of harmony and balance.
He can sense when things are wrong or when someone needs help. Eku enjoys conversation
and thrives on communicating his ideas. Unfortunately, some of his fellow village-dwellers
don't share his enthusiasm for discussion and as a result, Eku can often feel isolated from
the rest of the villagers. While he is very popular and enjoys friendly relationships with the
locals, he yearns for deeper connections with them at times. As such, he relishes the chance
to meet new faces and make new friends.
Eku is incredibly ideas-driven but he doesn't always possess the practical skills to back up his
plans. He needs to be around hands-on characters, who can help him bring his ideas and
dreams to life.

